OFFICE OF COMMUNITY STANDARDS

STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY PROCESS

Report → Letter → Educational Conference → End of Process

Educational Conference ( Responsible → Suggested Separation from the College* → Accept Sanctions Or Hearing → Complete Sanctions Or Appeal*)

*Please refer to the Community Code of Student Conduct for more information
HEARING PROCESS

OFFICE OF COMMUNITY STANDARDS

Hearing → Determine Responsibility

- Responsible → Sanctioning
  - Accept Sanctions → End of Process
  - Appeal

- Not Responsible → End of Process

*Please refer to the Community Code of Student Conduct for more information*
OFFICE OF COMMUNITY STANDARDS
APPEALS PROCESS

Submit an Appeal form*

Appeal heard by appropriate Appeals Party*

Possible Outcomes

Reject the Appeal

Sanctions Upheld

Grant the Appeal and case is readdressed

Grant the Appeal and sanctions are reduced

*Please refer to the Community Code of Student Conduct for more information